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Evans forecasts a brighter future
By Jason Meagher
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

San Jose State President J.
Handel Evans, in his State of the
University Address on Monday,
said SJSU will look forward to a
brighter financial year than
expected.
The focus on student needs
and expectations, the planning
for the future of SJSU, and the
long-awaited closing of Sari Carlos street were also discussed

during Monday’s welcoming
address to university employees
and students.
The state legislature has
increased the allocation to the
CSU by $50 million over (kiwi-nor Wilson’s projections, which
means the student fee increases
have been held at 10 percent.
The seven percent cut in state
general fund support forecasted
by the governor’s January budget is actually four percent this

year. In addition, the university
employees may lot At forward to
some earlier post ix m.d raises.
Evans said he expects tio faculty or staff layoffs.
Evans cautioned that while
1993 is a final], nark brighter
year, it follows time years of cutbacks that have ui a id 24 percent of the ( amp is budget. In
light of this, hail, urges m ontinutiin of SI-0 ’s situation.
ued
The ( :St ’ is c. 111 ently ptedicting

a 50 percent increase in student
demand by the year 2000,
according to the California Post
Secondar y Education Commission.
Evans wes meeting this
in( easa tg nfur!land as -t uncial to
A itornia," callthe sin viyal
ing the pi ’,pet Int suidents "the
life blood of. ( tint a nia."
Closing a it
t hapter in
SJSU’s hist, )1 s. Frans announced
the San Irrse City Council’s

unanimous vote to close San
Carlos Street. Evans pointed to
the unification of the campus as
a step towards bettering the campus-community relationship.
The closure of San Carlos
Street is expected to begin in
November after preparations
have been met, so that work on
tire new landscaping can begin.
Of great concern to Evans is
See [VANS. Page 12

Campus to see
closing of San
Carlos. finally

7.‘ii mos so 041711 to,

By Bryan Cotton
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Brian McCalmont, who works for Perini Construction,
cements stairs last week inside the new San Jose Arena.

The closure of San Carlos
street between Fourth and
tenth streets was finalized by the
City Council on August 17,
marking the final stage of SJSU’s
elaborate three-street landscaping project.
"The project will include
pedestrian walkways, benches,
lighting, fountains, and a plaza
designed to be near the Event
Center," said Alan Freeman,
SJSU director of Space Management and Facilities Pliunrirccf
The closure of the street also
opens up the possibilities of haying light-rail run through campus.
’The idea is part of a conceptual plan for the Capital-Evergreen Corridor," said Santa
Clara Transit Public information
officer Norma Payne.
The Capital-Evergreen Corfi-

The arena’s grand opening is scheduled for noon on Si:j
The Spartans will see the arena for the first time on Dec. 1

New downtown arena
gives Spartans a boost
li% llector Flores
Spartan Daily Fact-wive. Edit.,

Build it and they will come.
That wasn’t exactly the frame of mind
the city of San Jose was in whet’ deciding
to build a new downtown arena.
But if it means more high-c aliber basketball recruitees will be heading this
way, it’s a phrase that suits Stan Morrison,
SJSU’s men’s basketball coach, just fine.
"As we continue to work at bringing
quality student-athletes to SJSU, the new
arena takes us to another level in reachthat goal," Morrison said.
With the two-year construction coming
to a close and the grand opening scheduled for Sept. 7, many people will be
coming to the new arena for more than
just Sharks games.
Events such as the Ringling Bros. and
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Barnum & Bailey Circus, and concerts lw
artists like James Taylor and Kenny G
have already been slated for Septet lxI
The 18,000-plus seat arena has ahead%
trig
fueled talk about the possibilit% of
an Arena Football fiat allitiC iii Sall lose
du,’
The city IllaV alM, be a Icily( it
for the Gr rider i State Waitirs s %slide the
await plans for a new complex in either
San Francisco or Oakland.
For SJSU and Santa Clara Uti r
future events may include men s and
women’s NCAA post-season h.iskeiltall.
The SJSU and Santa Clara athletic
departments have been working ti sits
with Sharks’ executives and arena officials to someday bring the %%biller Final
Four championship and a men’s West
Regional to San Jnse.
"We have been meeting with represen-
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SJSU not affected
by recycling plan
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BY Amos Faisal t
Si;anart Daih Sufi Writer
SalljOSeitt., )10\( A
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work together with the
local for ,lint together to bring future po.1
season basketball to San Jose," Br eiman
said ’the arena has been inur n ii ti
establishing a ielationsitip ben.ut r I‘Irsl
and Santa Chu a. It has been ti it tsr"IAti

dor would be a new light-rail
line serving San Jose’s Evergreen district on the East Side,
The San Carlos Street project
is budgeted at $3.7 million by
the State, according to Freeman.
The money will come out of the
higher education capital construction bond issue, Bond 153.
Funds were approved by votes
in 1992, so the money will come
from taxpayers. This means students’ fees are not affected in
any way.
"There is no set date for closure because certain mitigation
i pt t measures still need
formed In the iitv," Freeman
said.
The mitigation measures
should be completed by November, according to Kevin Pursgloves, director of Communi( ations for San Jose Mayor Susan
I
llanimer. Measure. 111,11
See CLOSURE. Pag, 12
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The Spat tails will get their first ta.ne of
n Dec. 1, when this race
the Iles%
a !UCH’S and womenIs di atSanta (
lei. 1.1w Spartan meit’s basketball
Leant will also have another home game
at the ti t na on Dec. 23, when the Universits rnt Nfinnesota Golden Gophers
See ARENA, Page 5
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cling program, In in :sysl has ii..
part in it.
SJSU has not been exempt,
but a program for t In ( ampus
has not yet been established, said Kr isti
soti. F tu srionmental
Restart it .enter managing dire( tor.
The city program
addresses residential
areas but not commercial ones, said Andrea Harisen,
assistant director at the lreti
for Development of Re y ( ling
(CDR) sISU is not considered a
resideirt Ill area.
I he t itvs recycling program
was mi cam(’ ti u C(mnplv with
State .Vssembly Bill AB939. The

ENV

bill mandates the riplementation of recycling programs that
will the reduce solid waste by 50
percent by the year 2000.
The bill, proposed by Boon
Sher (D-Palo Alto), was ad r pled
by the legislature in 1989. Cities
are
counties
and
icsponsiblt hit impleinenting the
pl,,g1.011,
IR
I he
RCCNt. ic

Pitts’.

divides

waste int, glass. ’nise,!
papet iirwspapt: mut
recv I,! k-s sin. h a.
cans, plastic I togs ii t ri is and
textiles. The his relnatils are still
classified as waste.
San Jose has min, ed
waste by 20 pro r in sun
11
plan was started and ti
1,, I
further reductions, imp
mit by 1995, said Swells.,

NMENT
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Students line up for high tech IDs
By Shari Kaplan
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

It has the convenience of a credit
card, library card, and copy card all
rolled into one.
It is graced by a digitized replication
of your face.
And if it’s not in your wallet yet, it
can he after a trip to the Central Classroom
The use of student identification
cards is nothing new, but the campus
Ms currently being introduced certainly air.
lurn a icing -term objective of
outs tc ml edo t he student II) cards," said
Ed C11.11111Xls, .1s.sliCiate vice president
of Admissions and Records. Ile sees
the old pink cards with their stickers
and sometimes sloppy lamination as
"antiqiiated."
lit’ is looking forward to the newer

TIWIL2111
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and more sophisticated DataCard system, which to date has involved about
$50,000 in start-up costs. "Mu that
much linoney1, considering what it’ll
do," Chambers said.
This computerized format is a fairly
new innovation. Chambers cited Florida State University as one of the pioneers with "a totally integrated system."
Students there can use their ID cards
in a myriad of ways, including shopping at local inert hat ts off campus
mid making pill( 11.14’S on credit.
Those set ’. es ina not happen hole,
but there will be many new «inveinences lot suit kilts this semestei rhe
kiosk program, itt which students t an
0(1 etis grad( 5 and pet soma it( , ads
using (lieu m aid and PIN number.
should be milli I was in September.
This pmgram should reduce long hit(
at Admissions and Records with II

creation of the small sr II -serve 6,4,,
set tip around campus.
1 he t red ii line program for 11W.11,
and bookstore pint loses is also s(
tiled to begin sometime this Lilt
ac«roling to Chambers. 1 hose ir tter.
ested may gut to strident (a...haling set es and have then Ciii tis maglietit
snipes unit sled.
Students y% h., still haVe old cards will
mu he able to access these fc-attires
until the% get their new tatds.
’Ii 111.1% take a while tot the Spar tail
Shops’ database to be integiated ’.sit II
l mom database.- ( .liainbets said,
"but I think students will liteu about
this mot e and more as time goes on."
S. tunic St
t already have both a
t aid and On If hull
lind the %hole 11) thing yet% ’90s
’ee I D CARDS. Page 5
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Ramesh Isaac a computer engineering major, smiles for the digital camera which
scans the picture into a computer where it ts outputted onto a now ID card
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Stop the violence!
Emphasize preventive,
not curative, measures
Vtiolence is inherent to
he human race. At one
point in history, it may
even have served in our development.
But since we don’t have to kill
in order to survive anymore,
that inheritance is rejected and
punished by the laws we wrote
survive.
to paradoxically
There are 24,000 homicides
per-year in our country, mostly
involving anonymous men,
women and children who
appear in the news in a statistical form. We have grown numb
to these crimes.
But the nation was shocked
when James Jordan, father of
high-profile athlete Michael Jordan, was shot to death by two
juveniles
What are we doing wrong?
President Clinton is supporting a major crime bill which,
unfortunately, promotes curative rather than preventive measures.
The police force needs more
money to hire officers and better their equipment. But that
just takes care of the most superficial part of the problem.
Why are these violent crimes
being committed in the first
place? Significantly, the department of corrections was the only
area that did not face cuts during California’s last budget proceedings.
Instead of building more prisons to keep the offenders in,
build more schools to give them

the education they deserve.
Encourage more teachers, social
workers, and psychologists to
prevent potential problems
before they arise.
Another disturbing problem is
that the criminal population is
younger than it used to be al.d
their crimes are increasingly
brutal.
The younger generations of
this country have grown up
expecting instant gratification as
their right.
Not-for-profit values, such as
volunteer work, are not emphasized enough.
There are two other factors in
this equation of violence and
crime.
One is the level of economic
inequality that exists in our
country, which is tied with race.
The other is the media’s role.
When children grow up
watching hundreds of sadistic,
violent, even sexual crimes, they
become desensitized. We cannot expect them to see these as
fairy tales.
Not when realistic, graphic
scenes portray them with such
great accuracy you sometimes
expect a piece of someone’s
brain, arm or leg to land in your
living-room.
We must be concerned about
violence. Not just for our own
safety but for the well-being of a
population which is growing up
as victims or victimizers.
We have a time-bomb in our
hands.

Forum Pa ge Policies
SPARTAN DAILY proThe
vides a daily Forum
page to promote a
"marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others who are interested
in the university at large.
Am letter or column for the
forum page must be turned in
to Letters to the Editor’s box in
the SPARTAN DAILY newsroom,
Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or to
the Information booth in the
Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to
the Forum Editor, The SPARTAN
DAILY. Department of Journalism and Mass Communications,
San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA 95192. Or articles may be
faxed to (408) 924-3282.
---tticles and letters MUST
contain the author’s name,
address, daytime phone number, signature and major, if a
student. Although not encouraged, names may be withheld.
Contributions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5 inch computer disk using Microsoft Word
on the Macintosh. Always bring a
invuout ofyour submission.

emIC

t

Submissions becomes the
property of the SPARTAN DAILY
and will be edited for grammar,
libel and length.
Categories available to nonDaily staff writers are:
’Campus Viewpoint: 300 to
500 word essays on current campus, political or personal issues.
Submissions should be well
researched.
’Letters to the Editor Up to
200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view. If
they are longer, they may be
edited for length.
Other articles appearing on
this page are:
Reporter’s or Editor’s forum:
’Opinion pieces written by
the staff writers or editors which
do not necessarily reflect the
majority views of the SPARTAN
DAILY, the Department ofJournalism and Mass Communication or SJSU. Reporters are prohibited from writing opinions
on issues they have covered for
news stories.
*Staff editorials: These are
unsigned opinion pieces that
express the majority opinion of
the editorial board of the SPARTAN DAILY.
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What’s happening with us at the Daily
Welcome back to school,
everyone.
Yeah right!
It’s time to endure the long
lines at the bookstore, admissions and records office and
parking garages. Not to mention
the lines just to get put on waiting lists for classes you’ll need to
add.
It’s time to start thinking
about quizzes and midterms,
term papers, term projects and
the number of terms you’ll have
left at this institution before you
hit the real world.
Summer vacation is now over.
So set your alarm clocks and
deal with it.
Sorry if I failed to make that
squirmy feeling in your gut go
away, and I’m sure the last thing
you want to do is continue
through this column, but since I
already have your attention,
please stick around for my traditional first day of school editor’s
speech.
I am the new executive editor
of the SPARTAN DAILY, and along
with me comes a new energetic
staff, whose names are listed
below to your left and who are

eager to keep the SJSU community informed about the issues
and events on and around campus.

’Summer vacation
is now over. So set
your alarm clocks
and deal with it.’
The SPARTAN DAILY is here to
serve the students and faculty of
SJSU. It is a challenge that our
staff has taken seriously, but in
order for us to be successful this
semester, we need your help.
I urge and challenge the students of this campus to give us
feedback on any issues that our
paper covers or ,perhaps doesn’t
cover. Please fill out our survey
on the back page of Friday’s
issue and turn it in so that we
can better serve our campus in
providing relevant information
and news.
If there are any articles you
agree or disagree with, please let

us know, with a letter to the editor or by giving us a call. Our
address and phone number are
listed right under our staff box.
As editor, I intend to be in
touch with the campus as much
as I possibly can and see to it
that our stories cover the issues
thoroughly and fairly.

Any campus group
that feels they were
misrepresented
before should feel
free to give me a
call to establish a
working
relationship.’
Any campus group that feels
they were misrepresented before
should feel free to give me a call
to establish a "working relationship."
It should be noted, however,
that the SPARTAN DAILY has a

responsibility to give balanced
coverage to issues that concern
the students and faculty on campus. Any public announcements
that you may have, we’d be
more than happy to publish in
our SpartaGuide section.
With all the changes going on
around the university, I hope
you will look to the SPARTAN
IDAtrY to keep you up to date on
all the issues. We have a staff that
is committed to making this one
of the best semesters for the
Daily.
It will be a busy semester, so
keep in touch and good luck.

Hector Flores is the Daily’s
executive editor

Why am I not a feminist? Because...
minism: (n) the movement to win political,
economic and social
equality for women...
As a fed-up, independent,
minority-opinionated republican, I feel it is my duty to inform
you that Mr. Webster forgot to
add the logical end of that definition: "...by stepping on, cursing out or ignoring anyone who
offers a differing viewpoint."

(n) the
movement to win
political, economic
and social equality
for women...’

If I didn’t see them as a dangerous threat to society, feminists and their dogmatic ideals
would amuse the heck out of
me.
Any group of professional
shiners and self-declared martyrs
is usually good for a belly laugh.
I guess I’ve seen and heard too
much from their camp to do
much laughing.
If feminists simply wanted
equality, I’d be likely to join
them. Equality is a good thing.
But when was the last time you
heard a feminist say, "I want to
be equal to men in salary, benefits and socioeconomic position?" That’s right. You haven’t.
Because they re too busy plot-

ting a future existence that will
occur after they’ve killed/castrated all men on earth to create
their matriarchal society.
Oh... you don’t believe me,
eh? Then try this experiment:
Watch "Women Aloud!" on
Comedy Central some afternoon. It won’t be easy, I know,
but do your best.
During the course of the show,
which is hosted by Mo Gaffney
(who acts as though she never
got asked on a date during her
formative years and uses her talk
show as retribution on the entire
male sex), count the number of
times they demean men.
This show exhibits such a vigorous hatred that, if their comments were directed toward
women, it would get kicked off
the air. By feminists. Incidentally,
the last time I watched this show,
Mo apologized for not being a
lesbian. It was then that I turned

...by stepping on,
cursing out, or
ignoring anyone
who offers a
differing
viewpoint.’
off the set.
It amazes me that such angry,
forceful women make up such
ridiculous excuses for their overall lack of progress. Take IhE
Beauty Myth, written by Naomi

4

Wolf.
What meaning does the title
convey other than "We haven’t
gotten anywhere and we’re
reeeeeaaaalIllyyyy ugly so there
must be a correlation. Our lack
of success has nothing to do
with the fact that we’re dour and
closed-minded and nobody’s
idea of fun people to hang out
with." Or work with. Or party
with.

It also amazes me
that feminists
believe that they’re
so open-minded.
Easy way to
disprove them on
that count: Get a
whole bunch of
them in a room and
say "Camille
Paglia." I learned
this at a friend’s
graduation brunch
at UCSC.’

graduation brunch at UCSC.
Her roommate had just written a thesis on feminist thought
(what a misnomer) and Karen
handed it to me. "Here, you’re a
feminist. Read this."
I took it, but clarified, "Actually, I’m more from the Camille
Paglia school of thought."
Karen’s eyes bulged. "I
wouldn’t say that too loudly
around here if I were you." she
whispered.
But the real reason I refuse to
toss my hat into the feminist
ring is that I love men. Love
’em. Not because every man I’ve
ever met has been charming to
me
in fact, my track record is
pretty pathetic.
Despite that, I’ve found that
men are a lot more fair and a lot
less hack-biting than the socalled "fairer sex."
I think that, deep down, feminists must feel the same way.
How else can you explain why,
although they despise everything male-related, they are
working so hard to become
men?

It also amazes me that feminists believe that they’re so
open-minded. Easy way to disprove them on that count: Get a
whole hunch of them in a room
and say "Camille Paglia."
I learned this at a friend’s

4

Lynn Benson is a Daily staff
columnist. Her column appears
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CONCERT CHOIR:
Sign in .iwoi Id fatuous choir,
atiditi(ms are being held
through add period, the
Music Building 262, call 14.
Archibeque at 924-4332.

JEWISH STUDENT
UNION:
infront ()I the Student
Unio,
n call Amos 265-7992.

OfticeProducts

at -Warehouse

5N BEER ALWAYS
OZ BEERY

OPEN UNTIL 3AN
THU., FRI., F. SAT. I

yr

;BON TACOS

tr-1

BAJA FISH TACOS

’ 131 W. SANTA CLARA ST.

’

(5 CLOCKS WEST OF CAMPUS)

I

I GET ROCKED!

) FREE DELIVERY
(510 MINIMUM)
EXPIRES 9/25/93
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No. 548-156
List 350.029999

Hewlett-Packard
HP1 7B-I1 Business
Calculator
.
, root for real estate
4,, 250 easy-to -use
’
"
,nsiai
I..’
teatures including
, ’PRNPV. bonds.
Equation solving.
Basic time
ock and alarm
and messages

Concord 1631 Challenge Dr.
(510) 689-2582
Dublin 6440 Dublin Court
(510) 803-1860
Fremont’ 40547 Albrae St.
,’510) 770-8800
Oakiand 333 Market St.
(510) 465-2582
Mountain View
910 El Monte Ave
(415) 964 8249

99
Heurlett-Packard
12C Financial
Calculator
p.41,,mer
,
and
tiJris
balloon
non

13999

San Francisco 2675 Geary Blvd.
(415) 441-3044
San Francisco 855 Harrison St.
(415) 243-9959
So. San Francisco
712 DuBuque Ave.
(415) 742-6700
San Jose 2510 C harming Ave
(408) 434-0300
San Jose 932 Blossom Hill Rd
(408) 363-8002

6999

San Leandro 1933 Davis .
(510) 633-2582
San Mateo 1826 S Norfolk
(415) 572-2582
San Rafael 869 Francisco Blvd. W.
(415) 721-0507
Santa Rosa 1935 Santa Rosa Ave.
(707) 542-2582
Santa Clara
3951 Stevens Creek Blvd
1408) 241-9362

No.375-196
List 94.95

Our Low
Price Guarantee!
-wer prre
I
urrent anver
show u,
tisemen, . I you’ll get the
lower pnce plus 50% or inn

difference as a credit tow,
your purchase when you by,
from us (maturnum $50 crea:t
Ad

Daily: ilamgom gat: gam-gpm Sun.: llem.6pm Some store hours may vary
WE ACCEPT: MasterCard. Visa, Discover, American Express IA Office Depot Charge Caro

993-8230
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Check it out
;., Ifaphic calculator gives you a
or a whole lot less than you think
Get more
a button choose horn the pull -down menu
-kid fill in the blanks Entering data is that easy
View 3-0 graphs
Access over 300 built-in equations
Pertorm algebra and calculus operations
on equations before entering values
Enter and see equations like they appear on paper
Work with different units of measure
The HP 480 will convert them for you For
example enter inches. centimeters. yards and
leet together in one equationillIconvert then
GM more...for Imo
flornpare prices the HP 480 fits your budget
No. 548-149
List 165.00

Spartan Daily:
More than just a newspaper.
An institution.
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Campbell Coffee Qoastin6 Co.
Preectits

WHEQE PEOPLE MEET
NOW AVAIL/VAL

The frequent Customer
OPEN 7

DAM

Mon Wed’ 7a-11P
7048
auL 1111-1
111141p 29

Card

Call or stop by for details
"In the Heart. of (San Pedro (Square

N. PEDQO cSIQEE’ll call -298-8040

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FIRSTHAND
The Japan Exchange and Teaching OFF)
Program, sponsored by the Japanese
government. seeks college graduates from all
majors to serve for one year in Japan as
Assistant Language Teachers (ALT) or
Coordinators for International Relations (CI R
Japanese language ability is required for
selection as a CIR, but is not necessary for
ALTs. Applications for the l))4 JET Program
will he available in September P‘94.

The new
3-D graphing
grade -making
easy-learning
fast-answering
budget-pleasing
headache-bustin
HP 48G

Check it out
graphic calculaThe new HP
tor gives you a whole lot more for
a whole lot less than you think.
Get more
Push a button. choose from the
pull -down menu, and fill in the
trhurks, Entering data is that easy.
View
graphs.
. ecess over 3(X) built-in equations.
l’erform algebra and calculus
quirations on equations before
entering values.
Enter and see equations like they
appear on paper.
Work with different units of
measure. The HP 486 will convert
them for you. For example, enter
inches, centimeters, yards, and
feet, together in one equation
Ill convert them.
Get more ... for less
Compare prices the III’ -1-14;
your tut( ig(1

fits

Special introductory offer*
(It’ 1:41 or
When p 1,ity
Ill’ 484A, ynti can get free
software (plus games!) mid a free
cable for connecting to your
ignuns for
desktop PC. Writkeyln utrd.
the Ill’ -18 using p ir
or store III’ IS flit, :out programs
on your desktop Pt.
Itlk

iii’ d

b. I

iiipon at 31 itir el Mew,

.1,

[Al

HEWLETT
PACKARD

tor further information coma, 1

JEF Program Office
Japan Information Center
Consulate General of Japan
50 Fremont St.. Suite 2200
San Francisco, CA 9.1105
(415) 777-3533

closeouts
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An Olympic effort
John Whitmore of the
Instructional
Resources
Center takes
his turn at the
Frisbee toss
during the
Summer Staff
Olympics at
the Event
Center last
week. Some
250 SJSU
employees
participated
in nine events
including
darts, billiards, croquet, horseshoes and
wastepaper
toss.

"Treat yoursef to ourgentle touch"

Shop and compare our quality
and prices and we think you’ll
agree that Safeway is the
educated choice.

Family Dental Care
Dental Care with your comfort
in mind
Our office meets Government required
standards for sterilization and infection
control
Latest cosmetic materials and techniques
Nitrous Oxide sedation available
At-home teeth whitening (bleaching)
Open evenings and Saturdays for your
convenience (by appointment)
Most insurance plans accepted
New patients are always wekome

Come visit our Deli where
you’ll find hot, ready to eat
foods, and a great selection of
your favorite meats and cheeses.

(ikki2)-

So schedule a stop here for
your lunch or dinner!

Rosemary Evans, D.D.S.
University Plaza Building
1171 Homestead Road, Suite 214
Santa Clora, Ca. 95050
(408) 247-2612

SAFEWAY SELECT 1
SODAS
Liter Regular or Diet

1209 I

Special Offer for San Jose State Students & Faculty
INITIAL VISIT INCLUDES:
Complete examination with
periodontal evaluation
X-rays
Cleaning

2
Assorted Flavors

SAVE 80c
LIMIT 1 WITH $10 PURCHASE*
A

JS)

E

WAY

C

0

One per coupon, one coupon per customer.
COUPON CANNOT BE DOUBLED. Coupon valid August 25 thru
September 7,1993 at your Northern California Safeway stores only
’Does not include liquor, tobacco or dairy products.

U
0

P

0

1 0,1’1,0

N

011j0112119

6_1

$65.00
WITH COUPON
($140.00 VALUE)

NEW PATIENTS ONLY

Offer expires Dec. 31, 1993
Valid Student ID Required. Offer includes
immediate family members (spouse & siblings) of Students & Faculty
rmrTrrm47T.mr.r-.

GRANNY GOOSE
POTATO CHIPS
6 oz Twi n Pack

SAVE $1.20

LIMIT 1 WITH $10 PURCHASE*
SAFE
WAY
C
0

UPON

One per coupon, one coupon per customer.
COUPON CANNOT BE DOUBLED. Coupon valid August 25 thru
September 7,1993 at your Northern California Safeway stores only.
0
*Does not include liquor, tobacco or dairy products

REE

32 OZ FOUNTAIN DRINK

with every custom-made sandwich from the deli
SAFE

SV

W

AY

DEL

I

0

PUNN

One per coupon, one coupon per customer
COUPON CANNOT BE DOUBLED.
Coupon valid August 25 thru September 7,1993
at your Northern California Safeway stores with delis only.

Mar\ m swallowed hts gum \\ hen he

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER FOR LESS.
We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover and ATM cards.
Ott CV
NOVI
items and prices in this ad are available August 25 thru September 7, 1993, at your Northern California Safeway stores
only. No sales to dealers, restaurants or institutions. Sales in retail quantities only. Quantities of some items may be
limited and subject to availability. Not responsible for typographical or pictorial ’non. We reserve the right to correct
t 1971 Safeway Inc.
all printed errors.

SAFEWAY

heard how fast we made tticiciit loath.
Sure, he expected us to provide good service, straight answers and decent
follow-up on student loan applications. After all, Great Western is one of the top
lenders of student loans in California, with decades of experience and know-how.
But when he found out just how quickly we handle Stafford, SLS and PLUS
LOANS, he grinned from earto ear.
So what are you waiting for? For more information or a loan application, call
us toll -free at 1-800-637-6767 Great Western Bank We’ll always he there -M.

GREAT WESTERN BANK
_.-_--.A11111111
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Arena
From page I
come to town.
Morrison, who has seen his
share of arenas over his 24-year
coaching career, gives the new
arena high marks.
"It is the finest arena on the
west coast with exception to the
Kingdome in Seattle," Morrison
said. "It certainly gives new
meaning to ’state of the art’"
Morrison also says the new
arena will add another dimension to the men’s basketball program.
"It’s a part of our business, it’s
a part of our recruiting
scheme," he said. "We now have
not one, but two great arenas in
San Jose to play in."
SJSU women’s Head Basketball Coach Karen Smith shares
the same enthusiasm with Morrison, but adds that it will be a
plus for not only her program,

Back To College With
Savings To The Max.
At OfficeMax!

but for women’s basketball in
general.
"It just shows that the San Jose
community is beginning to hark
women’s basketball," Smith said.
Although the Spartans are
excited about playing in the
new arena, Brennan makes it
clear that the Event Center will
remain the permanent home
for SJSU basketball.
"We want to maintain the
Event Center as our home,"
Brennan said.
’We want to play a handful of
games at the arena, but it
depends on the development of
our programs. The arena
should definitely help in that
development"
It is a development that SJSU
hopes will make San Jose a permanent home for big-time collegiate basketball.

Over 6,000 school and office products
Save $279.96 Brother
Save $5.16
WP 3410
Casio FX-1111
’
Word
brother
Solar Plus
Processor
Scientific
12, 20 -line by
80-character amber Calculator
CRT display
154 -scientific,
3.5’ 240KB
mathematical and
floppy risk drrie
engneering funcitons
Spreadsheet function
Scientific calculator
On-scleen help and pul down menus
workbook included
Grammar Checkfi

012602622642

Catalog List Price $579 95

$2 9999

low pnee

Catalog Lkst Price
079767109325

Save $35.01

Cards
encouraged to visit room 100 in
From page 1
the Central Classroom Building
and I’m glad to see San Jose to get new IDs.
According to Ty Khuu, a stuState catching up with the
decade," said Scott McClintock, dent information clerk at
Admissions and Records, it is
an undeclared freshman.
Jacques Maitre, a graduate stu- hoped that those continuing
dent in social work, believes the students wait after September
card is an idea whose time has 10 to acquire their new IDs,
when the "New Students Only"
come.
"It’s sometimes a hassle to priority period ends.
"Admissions and Records is
carry around cash for food and
change for copies or vending trying to discourage continuing
machines," Maitre said. "Use of students from getting the cards
a debit card will be a boon to now," Khuu said.
The old IDs will be phased
many students."
The only negative opinion oul gradually, and they will
voiced by both McClintock and remain valid until all students
Maitre concerned the lack of and faculty have received new
color and detail found in the ones, which could take up to a
year.
digitized photo.
In the interim, the old Ills can
SJSU is encouraging incoming freshmen and transfer stu- be carried along with the Enrolldents to have their new IDs pro- ment Confirmation Card, which
cessed first, since they otherwise will be sent out to students who
have no means of campus iden- have paid their fees after school
tification. These students are has started.

MOg

TEMA/
1948TRUME9/115
Catalog List Price $11000
013317073122

Mead
3 Pack
Wireless
Neatbook

112115=1
? .lo .4*
AsAA’
e r*A A

$7499

Officeleam Everyday Lew lance

HMI
Pit *WO

91979

UST Pnce
043100064787

9.4 35
oyeaeleaa Eyerydey Lova aace

Catalog L61 Price SI
0777117206,9

Includes
compact pinch
type stapler
Box of 5000 sttples
Staple remover

KILIPA

Poly material
Ressts moisture
Fashion colors

99*

90

Legal Pads

CE9111
BOSTITCH
$395

Catalog List Price 16 95

Olevvealee Fegryday low ence

070630307091

077914606208

CEMIdeelas F veryley Law eat*

12.69

Papermato 12 et. Sharpwriter

$3.97

mean Wireless

$2.49

A1540303015

saaer-casteu 4

ct. Textliner

orok-iovoras
690

WATBOOK_

Stanley Bostitch Half Strip
Stapler
Value
Pack

043100(362066

Nita tbo ok

780

r1370w56263

Duo-Tang Double

Pocket Portfolio ..15c

096800508250

070630136494

Ii
MBad

Save SS% .

SCNI 8 1/2" I 11"

$1.99

BO Sheets
1 Seteect

$239

Catalog

Oft*. Everydev

Need 5 -Star 1 Subject Notebook $8.19
BIC 5 at. Clic Stic Pin
0703309084,3
Iberhard Faber 10 Pk Pencils

0

80 count
Wireless
College rule
81,’ x 11

K8cM 1"
Poly
Binder -

Pull -down display menus
Over 300 functions
Interactive graphing features
8-line x 16-character display

Mgt;

Save $1.96
CASIO.

Save 910

Texas
Instruments
TI -81 Graphic
Calculator

"owl

524 95

drastically discounted every day!

Dennison

1" 3 -Ring Binder

970

-.73333679876

8 1/2" x 11" 20# WHITE BOND: SELF-SERVICE COPIES 40
MEI DELIVISY with orders of $50 or more within our trading area. Call: 1-800-688-6278 Pax: 1-800-777-4329
STORE HOURS: Mon. - Fri. 8:00 am - 9:00 pm
SANTA CLARA
Sat. 9.00 am - 900 pm Sun. llam - 6pm
El Camino Real at Kiely Blvd.
North of Moonlight Plaza,
C
East of the Lawrence Expressway
(408) 261-7520
Also 6 Other
Bay Area Locations

OfficeMax fi

C4:1

Savings is the Bottom Line!fi

=

Not even your local
diet center offers reductions
like this.
18.
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Apple Macintosh Color Classic
4180, Built-in 10" Color Ifonitor &
Apple Keyboard 11 $ 103.2

Apple Macinto4i IC III
4180 Apple Basic Color Monitor &
Apple Keyboard $1353

Apple PoteerBook’ MB 4;80,
Ke0oard & 10’ Backlit
Super Twist Monochrome
aplay. $1383

Right now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh’
personal computers. You can also get special student financing with
the Apple" Computer Loan* to make owning a Mac’ even easier. lb

Apple Militnubh Centrisn’ 610
fkasic Color Monitor & Apple
F.riended keyboard 11 11610

see just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
Reseller today. And discover the power more college students
choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to he your hest.

For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
924-1809
’llookible 4. 44I50W %Adam. ’/f’4?’
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kera..livrfr SPARTAN BOOK!
W114 all your college need
LC U BUNDLE
*Basic keyboard/color
monitor
*Fa ’93 Macintosh Plano CD set 4 Meg RAM/80 Meg HD
*Monitor
*Basic KeyBoard
.4 Meg RAM/160 Meg HD

1032

$1353

$1476

POWERBOOK 1458 BUNDLE
RAM
*4 Mega
.80
Hard Disk

$1383

Here COMM.. NEWTON
ADPJe’s Personal Digital Assistant
iscluebarrivebySept. 10th. Stop
by today to order yours and pick
up info and pricing.

All Bundles include the
Fall’93 Macintosh Promo CD Set
FEATURING:

’ DUO 230 BUNDLE

Musk, Animation, Musk Videos
American Heritage Dictionary w/ Roget’s Thesaurus
Correct Grammar

$25 1 0
41Meg RAM/ 120 Meg HD
Mini Duo Dock
i*E.4emal floppy drive

with Bundle Purchase
(at same time)

with Bundle

$290

$1610

Idris 610
8 Meg RAM/230 Meg HD
CD ROM
With 14" Color Monikr
wilds 610

$2386

Gmbh
I),
With 16"
Centris 610$2860
Centris 650

$3304

$1783
PERSONAL LASERWRITER
*with Bundle

$560

*Everyday low price

*Everyday low pnce$300

includes ed. keyboard
OFTONS:
*A Meg RAM/80 Meg

CENTRIS 610 A/V
(SAME CASE AS 610)
8 Meg RAM/80 Meg HD

10% off Software
STYLEWRITER

aNnus 61

$615

APPLE AUDIO/VISUAL
14" display
’Built in speakers and microphone

$665
Monitor & Keyboard Sold Separately

OPEN TONIGHT & TOMORROW TILL 9PM
LASERJET 41 PRINTER( for PC)
300 dpi
512K
26 Scalable Typefaces

LASERJET 4M PRINTER
600dpi
Eight pages per minute
print speed
PCL level 5

DESKVVRITER 550C PRINTER
300dpi black & color ink jet technology
35 scalable typefaces
3 year limited warranty

PI

$1866
$661
Uta
DESKJET 500 PRINTER
300dpi black ink jet technology
Plain paper printing

HEWLETT
PACKARD

LASERJET 4ML
PRINTER

$559

’Sc

\A

LASERJET 4 PRINTER
600 dpi
45 resident scalable typefaces
*Improved print speed

( for Mac )
Apple Talk Card
1.5 meg RAM
Macintosh Fonts

$292

*A
C

$1368

Computer pricing is applicable for students, faculty, and staff of San Jose State University only. Approptiat
without notice. Please verify prices with a salesperson. We are not responsible for typeographical errors. I
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KSTORE is here with 4%41
eds at discount prices
PHOTO PROCESSING SPECIALS

Master Lock.
COMBINATION
L. LOCK

Second set of prints FREE
3" color prints
4" color prints

$2.99
U-BAR BIKE LOCK

$3.99

$4.99

12, 24, 36 Exp

12, 24, 36 Exp

COLOR ENLARGEMENTS

Three number dialing
Rust resistant

BUY
ONE

$25.99
High security steel
One year $500 theft
uarantee

5x7
or
8x10
or
8x12

Color Poster Special

And receive a second one

Buy 1 20x30 Color Poster
and receive a second for

FREE

1 PENNY

(From standard color negative or slide)

(From 35mm negative only)

ly

LOWEST TEXTBOOK PRICES IN THE BAY AREA...GUARANTEED
PINK PEARL ERASERS

STICK PENS

SHARPWRITER

Orfpfr

*Soft pencil eraser
*Wont smudge the thinnest paper

ACCENT
HIG GHTERS

Avai
Choo

*Save 44% off list price
Choose from blue or black

SPOTUTER
HIGHLIGHTER

Lasts
longer than wood case pencils
Retractable .7mm point

RECYCLED
POST-IT NOTES

.4mm or ./mm tips
6 color option
*Choose from .4mm or .7mm tips

e. Appropriate identification will be required at time of purchase. Computer prices are subject to change
hical errors. Printed on recyclable paper Please recycle this newspaper.

100% recycled paper
’White or Yellow

MECHANICAL PENCI
LEAD

*Choose from 3, .5, .7, .9mm
1 dozen per tube

SONY
HEADPHONES

*Model MDRV-200
’ Save 44% off list price of 49.95

8
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SJSU loses backup quarterback;
freshmen fighting for position
1111: IA:011
I Xuls

1

II link at the quarterback
}), ’sit ion gets an \ worse t,
wit might see the !unite ol spat tan lootball a little eat Ile! 111,111
Sr.,

tAlteeted.

freshmen guarks. \ Ili Abrew and 1):111
(YDell. !roe liven thrown in the
spotlight 1,1einaturely this season
after starting quarterback Jeff
I o it lino -year

Garcia’s two immediate backups
kive gone down with injuries.
Backup quarterback Brent
Evans is out lOr the season after
suffering a knee itlilirl during a
pick-up basketliall gante user the
summer. NVIiile the number
three quartet back.lanies Case
was also out. hot just recently
returned at iii being sidelined
with a foot injury.
According to lwad coatitiohn

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE!!!
LUNCH DEAL
sandwich,
(buy any 6 -inch
med. drink, & chips for $3.99

594 SANDWICH DEAL
buy any 6-inch sandwich & a
med. drink, get a second 6 -inch
sandwich of equal or lesser
value for only 59 cents

76 E. Santa Clara St.

280-1300
M -F 9-9, SAT 10-7/
offer expires 9/30/93

Ralston, Case will remain the
number three quarterback as
they are focusing on the two
freshmen. This leaves the Spartans with Abrew and O’Dell
lighting for the backup position.
Abrew and O’Dell were expected to light for the starting job
after Garcia leaves this season.
But in a worst case scenario for
the Spartans, they both could be

’They have a lot of
spunk and they
want to make the
most of their
opportunities and
they’re not afraid
of anything.’
Jeff Garcia
Spit. starting quarterback

ill a fight for the starting job this
year.
Abrew, 6-1, 185 pounds from
Concord’s De La Salle High
School led his team to a 13-0
record his senior year and his
team was ranked first in the state
and third in the nation in a USA
Today poll.
lie threw for 1,364 yards with
12 touchdowns to go with his
433 rushing yards and 12 rushing touchdowns. Abrew also had
a 12-1 record his junior year.
O’Dell, the nephew of former
Spartan head coach Ron Turner, CORD’S front Alhambra High

School ill Nlartinez. The 6-2, 175
pound quarterback threw 24
touchdowns with two interceptions in only seven games. A collarbone injury cut his season
short after throwing for 1,765
yards and 63 percent of his passes were completed.
But both are now at a new
level trying to prove they can
haaidle the job of a starting quarterback as they are only one
missed block away front the job.
Abrew and O’Dell have
impressed the coaches in sumpractices so far. However,
the coaches do admit they’ve got
a lot to learn. and choosing the
backup quarterback hasn’t been
easy.
"He’s (Abrew) got a real
strong arm and great feet, and
he has excellent technique,"
quarterback coach Roger Theder said. "O’Dell doesn’t quite
have the arm strength and
maybe the maturity as Alli, but
he’s real smart and doesn’t
make many bad decisions. So
you’ve got one that’s coining
along but making some bad
decisions, while the other one is
making good decisio.is but
maybe doesn’t have the arm
strength. So it’s a little bit difficult.
"Both are good passers and
they’re both smart," said Ralston. "I think they’re two fine
young prospects but they are
freshman and they have got a lot
to learn."
The team however hasn’t
been effected by the setbacks
too much and have accepted the
freshmen and seem confident

ERIC S, 11111--MAN SPAR IAN ti -Oil

Freshman quarterback Alli Abrew, left, is cogratulated by placekicker Joe Nedney during practice on Friday.
that they can do the job.
"TheV really accepted me and
Danni iii Ille 1111(IdleS and have

been listening to what we

!MAT

See PRESIMN. Page 9

FREE TUITION!!!

Starting salary $26,000 rising to $41,000 in four
years. Seeking Nursing, Meteorology, Computer Science,
Computer Engineering, Physics, Electrical Engineering,
Math majors, and under represented minorities (any major).

CALL CAPTAIN JEANNE GILMOUR 924-2966
Total Training

THE ONLY THING BIGGER
THAN OUR CHECKING OFFER IS
THIS FREE SHIRE
Right now. Bank of America has a big
deal for college students.
Simply choose from any of our three
college student checking accounts and
we’ll waive monthly service charges
every summer up to five years. And, we’ll
give you a free Big Deal t -shirt.
Only Bank of America gives you free
access to your cash at over 5,000 Versateller’

ATMs in the West including the ATM right
on campus. Plus a BankAmericard’ credit
card has no annual fee when you link it to your
BotA checking account for protection against
bounced checks. So, what are you waiting
for stop by your local branch today and ask
about the big deal on college checking.

BANKING ON

AMEiRICA’"

GRE
LSAT
GMAT
MCAT

Expert Teachers
Personal Tracking
Individual Tutoring
Insider Test Information
Permanent Centers
Maximize your score

San few (enter
100 Park (ii Plaza .112
408471-0100
Sion-Thu 10aml0ptn
hula,
(load
Sal -Sun 9110-6pm

Call 1.800-KAP-TEST for more Informatlerd

y)N1471 FREE 32 01
w/ sandwich (w/ this ad) Exp. 9/24/93

Try our.
Overstuffed N.Y.
Deli Sandwiches

th
\41’

Expresso Bar
Patio Dining

Stop hs, and ask for details at: 99 South 4th St., San Jose
101 Park Center Plaza, San Jose

Homemade Salads
Party Trays

IllBank of America

44 3E1E-0*
& Market

998 -DELI

484 E. Sark Carlos
He:twee:a 1.0th 8t 1 ’CI’
(50 feet from campus)
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San lose State University

Soccer team kicks off season
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Huy-Unh Nguyen, left, kicks the ball as Juan Cruz looks on during
the SJSU soccer team’s practice on Monday.
By Erika l). Schuman

I as seen
Si iii \ like Ai ial tal is lot ’king

Spartan I)iut Stall Whirr

With a record of 7-10-3 in
1992, the SJSU soccer team has
hopes for a better season.
"We’ve seen definite growth
this season," said Spartan soccer
coach Gary St. Clair.
The main difference between
last year and (Ins year is experience.
"Last year we had a team with
good, young players learning to
work together," St. Clair said.
"We’re rebuilding the system
and We have the best team SJSU

loiv.iid

11111111

is to
4ti
help the )1difiger 141155 1411 ready

for the first few games - and to
win of course," Arzabal said.
"this is my last year and my last
shot."
This weekend is the Soccer
America "Fournament at Stanford, W1111 Ii will include the Divisicm I schools in the bay area.
SJSU will play University of San
Francisco on Friday, Aug. 27 at
1 la.m. and St. Mary’s on Suti-
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st At I hen season off
Ity meeting tip %stilt S.ut 12raticisc()Staitt I..titvetsitt on Sept. 7 at
4p.m. SI-St is out ol the hest
teams in die league, at tortling
to Si, Clair.
Since this is the first time

where the majority of starters
have mort than one Year exiieritnt-t playing Ittgeditr, SjSU
lit qtt’s lit liii,’ a xvinicing sea.son.

Freshmen
From page S
to say," Abrew said. "If we speak
tip, they listen."
Even with the yot mg quarterbacks behind him, (;arcia is not
going to change his style of play.
Ids !Wen to
"The pre,ut
remain healthy since last year
even though I had Brent backing me up, so (the injttries) have
had no effect on me. Coaches
want me to try to limit taking
the hits Inn I’m still wring to run
the ball if I have to and I’m not
going to change the way I play,"
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Soccer Schedule
Fnday:
Sunday.

Cup)at

AAryst5cerkneflca
-I 1230pm

September 7: :* SFSU. 4p m
September to: ’ .evr Mapco (UNLV
Soplembor

z ;69i1..Vas(69ttPLVmtourna-

Septomber 15:

"a Hayward at

Spartan as krn 7 30p ID
September lit Cal State Nortr,00..).at ..,..artar ‘,:ado.irr, 2p m
September 21: Cal Poly.San Luis
Obspo at Spadan Stadium, 7.30p m
September 24: Texas Chrshan at
r.vartan Stadium Eip m
September 26: uC Irvine at Spam,’

!.,tacturr, 311

September 29: Calttornia at Berkeiey
October 3: Lnyola Mararrount all
October 8:

’ ’ii at Spas,:

October 10: .’.
October IS:

at

October 17: At FMBat coioredo
October 21: Stanford at Spartan Ste.. 7 ’TOT
October 24: Santa Clara at E(
October 28: -tonzaga at Spy’
oc (ober 31: ,A,:r1C1 StatP

Spartan

The
I), ’ I

Needs You!
One or Two units of Credit (It’s up to you)
Free Admission to Games and Free Trips
Human Performance Waiver
(one semester of Marching Band equals one semester of PE.)
Ifyou play any wind instrument or percussion instrument you are welcome!

Join the Color Guard (tall flag) Unit!
No Experience Necessary!
We’ll Help You All the Way!

Marching Band meets 4:00 p.m. to 6:15p.m. MWF
Call 924-4643 for more information

kids."

;t
need game experiein
tsill take thew tshile."
"They) e toting and they are
still goitig t I it "ugh a lot of learning at this level," Gan I.1 s.1.1(1.

4.0,111141
SlIITE
(I/VIteoSITY

WELCOME DAY ’93
10am - 2pm
SEPTEMBER 1, 1993
7TH STREET PLAZA
Club Pry-I, nivisrmay
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT provided by
TUBAD (sponsored by SUPRO)
FREE ICE CREAM

everyt

(served by campus celebrities)

IN -LINE SKATING
RESOURCE FAIR
*GAMES and GIVE-AWAYS
and MORE!
1

CiR E E K

H EAl-R
ALIFORNIA AT REIT/MEI

E

Traffic, red lights, packed parking lots. You name it.
Shanna’s passed it.
That’s because she bought a TA Semester Pass. For only
$76, she rides any time on all regular TA bus and Light
Rail service. And best of all, she avoids the daily grind
of trying to find a parking space near State.
No wonder she’s getting ahead. Buy your
TA Semester Pass at the Student Union.
MTN CAL
AUDIO RECORDING OK NO VIDEO EQUIPMENT ALLOWED IN ASSN
PERFORMANCES TICKETS AT AU, SASS TICKET CENTERS AND AT
CAL PERFORMANCES SOS OFFICE 111101042.91/418/
CHARON SY PHONSt 810/78SSAS5 408/811111SAIS

PSTLFNIS

9

10
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County votes down arts funding, says arts help ’gay agenda’
The
MARIETTA (AP)
county commission that condemned homosexuality voted
unanimously Tuesday to eliminate arts funding, with one commis,ioner saying the arts were
helping a "gay agenda" creep
into the county.
The 5-0 vote deletes $110,000

that was earmarked for county
arts programs. It came after a
raucous public hearing attended
by more than 2(K) people, and at
which dozens spoke out.
Diane Conley said the public
would "think we’re a bunch of
hicks with no culture, a bunch of
uneducated rednecks." if arts

funding was eliminated.
But Jack Gibbs drew a standing ovation when he condemned
the
"precipitous
decline" of today’s arts.
"It’s as if everyone in the arts
community has taken a loyalty
oath: Thou shalt not call trash
trash and sleaze sleaze," he said.

The issue was taken up after
residents complained about a
production at the Theatre in the
Square of the acclaimed offBroadway play "Lips Together,
Teeth Apart," which discuses the
AIDS virus and its effects.
Theater patrons voted it the
season’s best play

Commissioner
Gordon
Wysong said he supported the
cut because he thinks a "gay
agenda" is creeping into Cobb
County, and the play was partly
responsible. He acknowledged
that he never saw the play.
Two weeks ago, the commission voted to declare homosexu-

AT&T can
help you save money
whether you live
on campus, off campus,
or somewhere
in between.

ality incompatible with community standards.
But Commissioner Bill Cooper
said the anti-gay resolution had
nothing to do with cutting funding for the arts.
"The gay issue and the issue of
arts funding are separate and
distinct," he said. "To tie the two
together is to do a disservice to
both."
Theatre in the Square
founders Palmer Wells and
Michael Home said they would
consider moving the 225-seat
theater out of Cobb County if
their $41,000-a-year grant was
eliminated.
"I think this is a sad day for
Cobb County," Wells told the
commission. "You’re failing the
people of this county in denying
arts support."
More than 200 people filled
the meeting room for the prevote hearing, while more
watched on monitors outside.
Cobb County is an affluent,
conservative suburban area
where one city, Kennesaw, has
adopted a law requiring that
each home have a gun.

Defendant
held in lieu of
$1 million bail
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) Bail
was set at $1 million for a
woman accused of shooting a
doctor outside a clinic where
abortions are performed.
Rachelle Renae "Shelley"
Shannon is accused of wounding Dr. George Tiller in both
arms Thursday outside his
Women’s Health Care Services
clinic. Tiller was treated at a
hospital and returned to work
the next day.
Sedgwick County District
Judge Paul Clark set bail Monday and scheduled another
hearing for Sept. 7 for Mrs.
Shannon, 37, of Grants Pass,
Ore.
Later, the judge said the weekend shooting death of an abortion doctor in Alabama could
make the Wichita case more
volatile.
"This is a possible indication
some of these groups are using
terror as a political tool," the
judge told KFDI radio. He
refused to talk to other
reporters.
Police in Mobile, Ala., have
not determined whether Saturday’s slaying of Dr. George
Wayne Patterson was related to
his work performing abortions
or another motive.
Several abortion opponents
and pro-choice supporters were
outside both Wichita abortion
clinics Monday.

STUDY LESS AND
GET BETTER
GRADES
GET HELP WITH:
Study Habits
Learning Difficulties
Poor Concentration
Reading Problems
Test Taking Anxiety
Lionel Silva, Certified Clinical
Hypnotherapist otters a safe,
no-risk consultation.
Call tor you appointment today!
Body Imaging
374-4960 Mon-Sat 10:00a-7:00p

DISCOUNTS
EVERY IT-EM, EVERY DAY

20.,.
3 0 A.
40..
50

Choose ;MI and save up to 25%.
No matter where you choose to live, you can save money on your long distance phone bill with an
AT&T Savings Option. It’s all part of The / Plan:" The personalized plan designed to fit the way you call,

lb sign up for of
calling, or to get an IT&T Card,
stop by our booth on campus or call
1 800 654-0471, Ext. 4119.
TN EiPLAN"

AT&T
Savinaa tuned on ITU Simple Somas Plan available in off, amply. ondeni, 0 Mg) nTAT

.4
k

310 PAGE ST SAN JOSE 14081297 4707
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World Events

delayed by Bosnian Croats

10-year cop
claims sexual
harassment
LOS ANGELES (AP) -A 10year police officer sued the
department, alleging she was
wrongfully accused of drunken
and disorderly conduct after
she complained of sexual
harassmei
The suit by Virginia Acevedo
was filed Monday, the first day
of a hearing to determine
whether she was drunk in public in Sacral net
last year during a trip to attend a memorial
to slain Officers.
Acevedo chose to have her
case heard at a Police Department Board of Rights hearing
rather than serve a five-day suspension without pay for the two
counts of improper conduct.
The lawsuit filed in Superior
Court contends that Acevedo
was physically and verbally
intimidated because she is Hispanic and a lesbian.
Los Ant.Hes police officials
declined ..titiment.
The
alleges that
Acetctlo ,,ts ;1111’11AIlI44 Ill
tutu IS Mak 1,111111, Mid W;1N
repeatedly propositioned for
sex.
The suit seeks puisitive damages and unspecified compensation for lost wages, emotional
distress and legal fees.
Acevedo, a member of the
department’s legal affairs division, has been on medical leave
since the end of last year after
her hospitalization for a stressrelated illness, said attorney
Steven Nigel.
On March 3, Acevedo filed a
complaint with the Equal
Employment
Opportunity Commission
alleging that "officers (male
and female) whets accused of
having an alternative lifestyle
have their employment jeopardized."
The police board was hearing
allegations that Acevedo was
drunk and used improper language in public during the trip
to attend the memorial in
Sacramento in May 1992.
Acevedo’s snit claims she was
and harassed by
proposiii. ti
a male (d n. er during the trip.
Al 5,111 1., %MIMI) pnitested in
her favor Monday outside Parker Center police iwadyiarters.

MEDJUGORJE, Bosnia-1 lerzegovi na (Al’) - Bosnian Croats
went back on a promise Tuesday and blocked a U.N. convoy
from bringing food to tens of
thousands of Muslims said to be
near starvation in Mostar.
Cedric Thornberry, the U.N.
civil affairs chief in former
Yugoslavia, said the 19-truck
convoy was stuck in the Bosnian
Croat stronghold of Medjugorje, 12 miles south of Mostar,
with no prospects of progress
before %%ednesday.
Bosnian Croats initially agreed
to unimpeded access to the
southern city. But Thornberry
said they were now demanding
that rival NIttslim forces in
Mostar hand over the bodies of
Croat soldiers.
It was not immediately clear
whether the Muslims had
refused to return bodies.
’The 19 trucks are hauling 200
tons of food and medical aid for
the 55,000 Muslims trapped in
the city’s eastern section. It
would be the first substantial
amount of aid to reach the Muslims in two months of siege by

Bosnian Croat troops.
Jadranko Prlic, self-styled premier of Bosnia’s Croats, said die
trucks halted because resurgent
fighting made a crossing impossible.
"’The problem is that the
humanitarian organizations did
not want to risk the crossing to
the other side," he told
reporters.
But the United Nations
blamed the Bosnian Croats.
"I am of the opinion that we
are being played with," said
U.N. spokeswoman Lyndall
Sachs, in Sarajevo. "The Bosnian Croats are leading us on a
merry dance."
The U.S. Air Force, meanwhile, said it would begin airdrops to Mostar on Tuesday
night. The Air Force has been
dropping aid pallets over Bosnia
for the past six months, mid will
drop about 25 tons of food over
Mostar in the first run, said
Petty Officer Kelly Williamson, a
spokesman for the relief mission
at the Air Force’s Rhein-Main
base outside Frankfurt, Germany.

@Israeli court rejects appeal
against Demjanjuk
JERUSALEM (AP) - Israel’s
Supreme Court today rejected
an appeal from a Holocaust
memorial group that demanded police investigate whether
John Densjanjuk committed
war crimes at two Nazi C011CC11!ration camps.
The ruling, however, had no
bearing on an 1.11111.1 1 Win
111.1.1S.11/11 11) kr1.1/ lii iitj.iii uk III
i.1111111111Sept. 2 witutt

@ North Korean defector
exposes growing unrest
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) 1.1undreds of people died in a
North Korean nuclear accident
while trying to hide a reactor
from international inspectors, a
defector said litesday as part of
claims indicating widespread
hardship and glowing dissent its
the Communist nation.
The defector, Itn Young-stm,
30, also said underground
nuclear tests were being conducted under a thick layer of
lead at the Communist state’s
nuclear complex at Yongbyon,
60 miles north of the capital,
Pyongyang.
And in a sign of the growing
unrest in the hard-line state, 10
generals have been executed for
a coup attempt, food shortages
have worsened and a new dissident movement has been
crushed, Ins told reporters.
Noise of hiss’s reports could be
confirmed. North Korea is
among the world’s most closed
and isolated nations and information is tightly cot itrolled.
The North has 1)(1’11 StI5pCC1develt Ting a nuclear arsenal, despite its denials, however,
and there have been previous
reports that food and fuel short-

kit SItmtvg.ii Si)H11111.11 .1
miip4t,ii I 14
AIN

demands for a new war crimes
trial.
t1 Nati
It also came a dav
hunters said one I I. do. ii st sitred
vivor claimed she lenient’
Deinjanjuk as a guard in t he
Sobilxw dtatli camp its N
occupied Poland.

ages are crippling North Korea’s
economy and inciting dissent.
The nuclear accident allegedly occurred while workers were
moving a nuclear reactor at
Yongyon to an undisclosed site.
Int did not say when the accident supposedly took place,
how many people were at the
site at the time or how many
people were killed or injured.
Ins, who identified himself as a
first lieutenant in thi Non!)
Korean army, said he did not
have any firsthand luiowledge of
the countt v’s nuclear program
or activities at Yongbyon, the
North’s main nuclear complex
and a suspected nuclear
weapons production site.
Butt he said military officers he
worked with told him about the
accident and the nuclear tests at
Yongbyon. He offered no further details about the alleged
tests.
Im said 10 other officers were
executed at the end of 1992 for
plotting a coup against Kim and
his son and heir, Kim Jong
II.The coup attempt, if true, was
the first of its kind involving
senior officers.

The woman, Esther Raab of
Vineland, N.J., could prove critical to efforts to persuade
Israel’s Supreme Court to put
Demjanjuk on trial a second
time.
The Simon Wiesetithal Center, a Nazi hunting group,
hoped to take a deposition
front her by Wednesday,
ording to Efrain’ Zi ’II.
dire, tor /oldie \ Viesenthal :can
1,1 ,i4.1 ..111«.
\
11.11liallillk’s 5110-111
i.11% ,11111 1:11111IV spokesman. said
sidat in Ohio that Ir.. Raab
hail 1.111.11(m several is i Asions
Ii at k Demjaqjtak’s picture
It "lit a photo lineup.
hi, iiijatlink, 73, was acquitted
Itils 2.lot being "Ivan the Terrible.-

The SPARTAN DAILY
FOR SALE
makes no cldm /or products or
BED SETS: New $85. RA: $75.
serstcee advertised below nor
there any O./Nantes rolled. The Twin: $65. Bunkbeds: $125.
cleselfled cobalt"; of the Spartan Daybed: $65. Brass queen with
Daly consist of paid advertising mattress set: $285. Everything
and offerings we not approved or new!! 9982337.
vertfied by the newspaper.

WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 4 hours per week as a
Community Friend, providing social
support to those who endure
mental illness. We train. Call
(408)436-0606.

HELP WANTED
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
and subs must have minimum 6
units in education, recreation, or
child development. Full and part
time shifts. job sharing and flexible
hours ror students. $6. $8. per
hour. Medical, dental, and eye care
benefits for 30+ hours weekly.
Great job for male or female
students. Call 408/257-7320.

SECURfTY: RAJ. OR PART TIME
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE Full training. $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
You need exposure to succeed in
Excellent Benefits
MODEUNG. Now you can put your
Credit Union
photo and information in front
Medical/Dental Insurance
of 100’s of the top advertising
Vacation Pay
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your
Referral Bonus
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM
Apply: Monday Fnday 8 am. -5 rxn.
for details. (408) 249-9737.
Vengired Smutty Sentr.es
MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT 3212 Scott Bivid. Santa Clara, CA
in the Spartan Daily Classified. 95054. Near 101. at San Tomas
Espy. & Olcott. Equal Opportunity
Cat 924-3277.
Employer.

AUTOMOTP/E

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student"
"Famiy Multioar"
CALL TODAY
296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Nso open Saturdays 9-2.

SALE / MANAGEMENT positions

available for career oriented
individual in the health fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If
you are an eager & self motivated
individual looking to start off right,
we will gne you a chance. Salaries,
commissions, bonuses. trips &
benefits, 14K 31K annual. Please
fax your resume to (510) 7130850 and call 1 -800-883-KICK.
Ask for Mr. Benyessa.

Filipinos

die

from inferior
Measles shots
CA( :AN: N DE RC). Philippines (AP) - About 2.", r huhthen in the southern Philippines have died fronts an outbreak of measles, which may
have been caused by an inferior vaccine, a regional health
officer said vesterdav
or. Stilpicio Legazpi said tile
Intibrcak began last June III
remote islands off the northeasicrn
th.
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Possible child abuse

@Police rock Jackson’s ’workaholic’ world
iS ANGELES (AP) Nikita()
kson’s security consultant sass a police investigation (if tilt. Imp star was prompted by child abuse allegations
fronts lila( kinailers who tried to
extort S20 million.
Police and prosecutors 1111 firmed Monday that a ti uIplaitst was being invest igai..t I,
but refused to elaborate.
lye have to be wositive to
everyone involved,- police
Ctiulr. David Clascon said.
ill
intend to lie vet v
the WaS’
hi( I
4_tIll Ii
( ;as( rut ’,aid Ilii
hugati .tig. I T. I It

sr uilt1 iii
milium a report Is- KNPA
that search warrants %cert.

served Saturday on Jack.son’s Bangkok, Jo k’,. ill spokesman
Century City contlomittium and I..ee Soifer, (lc, lined to (ailills
all.
his "Neverland" ranch near ment alxnit
s
Jackson. %%oho lIlt I,.
Santa
The investigation was prompt- also is to perform
Litwin. japan,
(Ills "ail extortion gone awry," Singapore,
said
Pellicatm. a pri- Moscow, Israel. I tii key al itl the
vate int estigator who said he has Collars. Islands.
Duane Be ple. locksmith at Bee
trorked tvith Jackson for four
Safe Lock & Kiev in Santa Maria,
years.
Pellicano told reporters that said he went along on the
people he would not identify 54’:01 Ii ofJackson’s ranch. about
who knew Istckson tried to 121 miles northwest of 1,05
extort S20 million lw alleging At it.Jelts.
Iii his Felirustry television
that he had abused ii hIll
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Classified
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TGIF
OPEN HOUSE. Friday, 8/27 Sweeney Hall room 219. 1-3 pm.
Meet professors. sign up for
classes & check out scholarship
opportunities.

11

o Convoy to Muslim Mostar

State
Watch

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Wednesday. Augest 25. 1995

Phone: 924-3277 INFAX: 924-3282
COACHES FOR HIRE. For grade
5 to 8 sport prog. at Saratoga
grammar school. FB, GVB, BB.
Must be avail. from 3-6, M-F. Pays
$6. /hr. Call John 867-3785. FB &
GVB season dates: 9/2 11/7.

GATEWAY APTS.
2 blocks from campus.
2 bd./2 ba., 900- 1.000 sq.
Ideal for up to 4 students.
Free cable. Underground parking
Security gates. Game room.
Laundry room. 4th & William.
Rents starting at $750./mo.
Call my. 947.0803.

MANAGER/MOR. TRAINEE Small
mattress shop. Close to SJSU.
FT/PT flexible hours. Informal
atmosphere. Jeans OK. Reliable FURNISHED STUDIO APT. Off
campus 15 minutes by car. A/C.
only. Mark: 408/294-5478.
Quiet. $525. + $500. Now. 224BOOTH ATTENDANT. We do flea 3479
markets, trade shows, art/craft
shows. PT/FT available. Good 2 BORM APARTMENT 117110/MO.
license & vehicle required. Neat
Security type building
Secure parking
Job. Steve: 2922430.
NANNY (bolo pref.) flex 40 hrs. 2
children. Energetic playful person
w/exc. refs. & driving record req.
415/3662228.
MOGILE Di. WANTED
Knng mobile DJs. We supply
equipment & music. Must be available Fridays & Saturdays after 3.
Call Mf, 12 to 6.406-496-6116.
GET A REAL 1051 Vector, an
international chain aggressively
expanding in the Bay Area. combines good pay with practical marketable experience for your
resume.
Flexible hours set around school
starting pay $12.25 per hour
Earn $245./week part-time
No experience is necessary
Extensive training provided
100 scholarships awarded
Can earn units at S.J.S.U.
Apply in person at our San Jose
headquarters, conveniently located
near SJSU at 525 Race Street.
Call 2805195 for times to apply.

750 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
1 bdrrn. /1 bath $595. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Secured
’88 YAMAHA RNA 1110Z Scooter 2 FUN 110‘115 (1 & 3) need tater. entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
NI legal, blk, lo miles, trunk, wind 2 blocks from campus, 2 moms. W. Ample parking Call 2889157
wk. $ flex, parking. Lisa 286-5451.
sNeld, cover. $1,400. 2958447.

in

-UNIVERSITY PLACE" CONDO,
11th St. Security boo & parkng.
2 bdrm. 2 1/2 baths. $149,950.
Fox & Carskadon. Ann 741-2700.

SERVICES
INRMNO, RESEARCH, EDMNG.
Versatile, expert staff
ESL students a specialty.
800777-7901.

DO YOU want a computer search
done to tind scholarsrips for you?
Many sources available. 80%
require no GPA or have no income
limitations. Call or write: Unique
Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae.
CA 94030. (415) 6924847.
NEED MORE US FOR COLLEGE?
Write or call
For Scholarship and Grant Info
College Educational
Financial Aid Consultancy
P.O. Box 3017
Stanford, CA 94309
(4151361.0432

MONEY FOR COLLEGE ill
Money is waiting for you ngr, now
from Private Scholarships, Grants
and Fellowships. No Financial
Need and No GPA minimum
required. For FREE literature package. CALL NOW! 408.993-7208.
Access !control *2081993

WORD PROCESSING
AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
F,ofessurma Odor Process rg,
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Protects. Resumes. Letters.
Manuscrpts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser II. All formats. specializ

,ng ApA. SpOlirg, punctuator an..1
grammatical editing. All work guar
anteed! Worry free, deoencat-e.
and prompt service. To avoo disappountment, call now to reserve
your time! Student /faculty rates
PAM 247281 (Barr PO,J
Savo Addllend 10% Pet lielltndl
1 HATE TO TYPEI
if this got your attention. eve yOlf
self a break. Let me dot for yo,’
Pick up and delivery $1
Resumes, term papers & theses
APA format $2 00 De, double
spaced page / 5.00 mimrJm. Cali
Juke 9988354.

DAILY CLASSIFIED--ADVER11SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between woro
OODOODEDOOODOCI7MDED1117(11-11-1OCEDL

nnnrnrnEErnHrnrnrnrnHLiL
111OMEIDOLIEJOODOODOMODEDEE=FlOr1H
EIDEDEEIMOOODOOMOE11717777171177177
Nor,
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59
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$10
511
$12

Few
Osys
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
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$16
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HOUSINQ

Close

Modern building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry room
Village Apartments.
576 S. 5th St. 1408i 295CR93.

After the fifth day, rate increases by $ 1 per day.
list line (25 suave%) in bold
Up to 5 additional words available ir bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
lines $70 10-14 lines
15-19 lines-5110

*3-9

Please check .7
your classification:

41kIre,,
lAN P. A.,

Autornut,,
- Flectromcs
- ’or Sale
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cond v heck or money order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
Hatt Room

$90

209
All ads are prepaid
N’,
,,ds on cancelled ads
? QUESTIONS? CALL 14011) 924-3277

- Lost and Found
Services
- Travel
Tutoring
Word Pro,
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Evans
From page 1
the loss of 119 faculty, staff and
administration to last year’s
Golden Handshake early retirement program. Aggravating this
problem are university employees leasing for other universities
for higher pay and positions.
Searches are now under way
for permanent deans for the
College of Applied Sciences luid
Arts and the College of Social
Work. Currently, Dr. Michael
Ego is serving as the interim
dean of the College of Applied
Sciences and Arts. Ego was previously the associate dealt of the
college.
Simon Dominguez is the
interim dean of the College of
Social Work. Searches for both
positions should end this
semester.
Dean Alan Ling of the College of Science has announced
his intention to leave the university to accept a position as
Provost and Academic Vice
President at the University of
North Florida. Ling will be leaving the university after December 31.
Evans joked that with all the
changes, SJSU could lay claim to
the dubious honor of "Cradle of
Deans."
Evans also used his speech to
comment on work done in the
private sector to raise funds for
the turiversity. Among the things
Evans mentioned were "that private funding for the 1992-93
year was at $7.9 million, up $3.3
million from the prcs I it, year,

and, "contributions to the Stuck nt-Athlete Scholarship Fund
went from $200,000 to approximately $1 million."
Evans has put in motion several task forces to study the needs
and problems SJSU is facing.
Plans to be undertaken in the
near future include the creation
of a strategy by the Director of
Athletics designed to improve
gender equity within intercollegiate athletics.
An examination of the Office
of Faculty Affairs’ practices to
see if they’re outdated will also
be-nude N.W.
III the long term, Evans says
he would like to do the following:
*Study the needs and concerns of SJSU’s diverse student
body.
Initiate a study of student
success, retention rates and
types of services the student
body requires to increase the
chance of timely graduation.
Examine and plan accordingly the level of future cutbacks
or expansions.
Evans finished his speech with
a comment on his recent trip to
Russia’s Ural State University in
Ekaterinburg. The purpose of
the trip was to sign an exchange
agreement and to arrange for
some possible consulting work
with SJSU.
Evans returned to Spit ’ with
the impression that the "CSU
and UC systems are the two best
systems in the world, in spite of
all our problems."

Closure
From page 1
be worked on include changing
the entrances and exits to the
parking garages and adding traffic lights.
One condition the university
had to meet before finalizing
the closure was to accommodate for lost parking spaces. To
resolve this, the university is
working with the city to provide
a paid lot on city land near
South Campus, according to
Freeman. The South Campus
park-and-ride shuttle will pick
up drivers from the new lot.
’The project will tale approximately 18 months, once it has
Freeman,
said
started,"
although he could not say exactly when the street would be
closed. The earliest approximate date for the closure is
November, although it is more
likely the street will be closed
after the fall semester ends. The
campus landscape architects,
Wallace, Robert 8c Todd, will be
in charge of the project.
The decision to close San Carlos Street marks the end of a
battle that dates back to 1969.
Some concerns that have prevail ii over the years are pedi,-

trian safety near San Carlos
street and the unification of the
campus.
"I think it’s a good idea," said
Debbie Barnes, a junior in
aerospace engineering. I was at
Sac State before and we didn’t
have streets running through
the middle of campus.
"When I came here, I didn’t
like it because it’s like the campus is in the middle of downtown, and you can’t tell where
the school starts and where it
ends," she said.
For hot-dog vendor Afeworki
Gebremichael, who currently
runs his stand on San Carlos
Street, things are looking good.
"When they close the street,
people are not affected, so business is not affected," said
Gebremichael. "When they kick
me out from here, it’s a big
effect on business."
Alternatives for the closure
that were mentioned in 1969
included building overpass platforms over San Carlos, or
depressing the street about 20
feet for traffic. These alternatives are much more costly and
difficult than the current projeil Fireman said.
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Ed Yes, Our director Dr. Jerry Bobrow, nationally
acclaimed author, has written over 20 best selling
books on test preparation.
Yes, You can repeat the course free of charge.
g Yes, All instructors are experienced, fully
credentialed with advanced degrees.
Universities, colleges and law schools.
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’Yes, All materials are included.
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When you need help preparing for a test, think Quick. Cliffs
Quick Reviews are the new study guides from the leader in
study guides: Cliffs Notes
Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid
understanding of introductory college
courses. They are perfect for use as general
course notes and for review before quizzes.
midterms and finals.
Do better in the classroom, and on papers
and tests with Cliffs Quick Reviews.
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more than 1700 Wells Fargo Express’ ATMs with no
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for you like Wells Fargo. So drop by the bank
where you can choose paper and plastic today
and ask about our free t-shirt offer.
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for cash advance,

Annual Percentage Rates
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Variable Rate Information
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